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INTRODUCTION
Being obese or overweight arises from excess energy consumption, relative to expenditure, over long periods.
Although eating patterns are influenced by many factors, such as cultural, social and commercial factors1, the
regulation of food intake and uptake in the body is a very complex process, which involves biochemical signals
and hormones from many sources including the brain-gastrointestinal axis, fat stores and the pancreas. Even
the fat cells, adipocytes, themselves are highly specialised to play important roles in energy storage, fatty acid
metabolism and glucose regulation. Obesity is also correlated with inflammation in the body2 and, once
overweight or obese, shifting the balance to lose weight may not be as simple as just reducing energy
consumption and increasing energy output.
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So, can a personalised IgG-guided elimination diet
help shift change the gut microbiota, reduce the
activation of the immune system and associated
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inflammatory responses, and aid weight loss? It is
clear that IgG testing for food is not considered
diagnostic for “food intolerance” per se because a
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established. However, an increasing number of
studies are emerging that show a correlation
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but none of them recognises the possibility that
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individuals. The point being here that each dietary
intervention, on this basis, is personalised;
dependent on specific tailored food-IgG test
results; providing a unique targeted approach.
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Eliminating foods that are IgG-reactive, while
replacing them with similar, non-reactive foods to
ensure that nutrient deficiencies do not occur, is a
relative new concept for a diet; showing promise
as an effective strategy for addressing obesity.
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